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The 116th National Audubon
Society Christmas Bird Counts
*Note: All National Audubon Society Christmas Bird
Counts remain FREE.
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The Christmas Bird Count
(CBC) is a long-standing
program of the National
Audubon Society, with
over 100 years of citizen
science involvement. It is
an early-winter bird census
where thousands of volunteers across the US, Canada
and 19 countries in the
Western Hemisphere go out
over a 24-hour period to
count birds. Last year over
2,300 individual counts
were conducted and over
71,000 people participated.

Count volunteers search for
birds within a designated
15-mile (24-km) diameter
circle while counting every
bird they see or hear
throughout the day. It’s not
just a species tally; all individual birds are counted,
giving an indication of the
total number of birds within
the circle that day. If observers live within a CBC
circle they may arrange in
advance to count the birds
at their feeders and submit
those data to the count
compiler. All individual
CBC’s are conducted during the period beginning
December 14th through
January 5th each season
and each count is conducted during one calendar day.
CBC participants are organized into groups or field
parties by the compiler of

the count. Each field party
covers a prearranged and
specific area within the 15mile diameter count circle.
And everyone is welcome
and encouraged to participate regardless of one’s
birding skills. Compilers
arrange field parties so that
inexperienced observers are
always out with seasoned
CBC veterans. You don’t
have to commit to the
whole day either. You are
welcome to participate for
as long as you like: a halfday or even just a few
hours would be great. If
you live within a count
circle you can choose to
stay home and count the
birds at your feeders.
The data collected by observers over the past century allow researchers, conservation biologists and
other interested individuals
to study the long-term
health and status of bird
populations across North
America. When combined
with other surveys such as
the Breeding Bird Survey it
provides a picture of how
the continent's bird populations have changed in time
and space over the past
hundred years. The longterm perspective made
possible by the Christmas
Bird Count is vital for conservationists. It informs
strategies to protect birds
and their habitat - and helps
identify environmental
issues with implications for
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people as well.
The first CBC was done on
Christmas Day of 1900 as
an alternative activity to an
event called the “side hunt”
where people chose sides
then went out and shot as
many birds as they could.
The group that came in
with the largest number of
dead birds won the event.
Frank Chapman, a famed
ornithologist at the American Museum of Natural
History and the editor of
Bird-Lore (which became
the publication of the National Association of Audubon Societies when that
organization formed in
1905), recognized that declining bird populations
could not withstand wanton
over-hunting and proposed
to count birds on Christmas
Day rather than shoot them.
There are many Christmas
Bird Counts to choose from
and we encourage you to
take part in as many as
possible. But we also hope
you can find the time to
participate in at least one of
our local Christmas Bird
Counts listed on Page 4. If
you have any questions
concerning a particular
count feel free to contact
that count’s compiler.
For more information visit:
birds.audubon.org/
christmas-bird-count
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President’s Corner (Contributed by Ned Keller)
Over the past few years, your local Audubon chapter has put together some great
field trips and evening programs. We
pledge to continue that tradition. But,
while field trips and programs are fun,
and educational, Audubon should be
about more than that. Our mission statement begins “Audubon Society of Ohio is
dedicated to the enjoyment and preservation of the natural world. Through education and conservation activities in our
community, we raise awareness and promote solutions to global environmental
problems. The Audubon Society of Ohio
was formed to be an environmental leader and educator for those living within
the Greater Cincinnati area.”

Without taking anything away from the
fun part of Audubon, we intend to do

more on the conservation front. We’re
still working on expanding the conservation section of the web site. We’re also
looking at putting on some how-to seminars on conservation topics.
And we’ll be taking a stand for our natural world on conservation topics. Some of
that may prove to be controversial. A few
people may walk away from Audubon
because of it. We recently sent out an
email explaining why we are opposed to
the Cincinnati Parks tax levy, and we’re
working on a position paper explaining
why people should not let their cats roam.
We’d like to hear what you have to say
on topics like these. We would welcome
your input, either as letters to the editor
for publication here, or as comments on
the website. What are your thoughts?

Ned Keller.
Courtesy Jim McCormac

Programs (Contributed by Richard Amable and Jay Stenger)
Birds of Peru
Location: Winton Centre
Date: Monday, November 16, 2015
Time: 7 PM
Speaker: Richard Amable
Richard Amable is the founder and director of Jacamar Club Peru, which offers
bird and natural history tours throughout
Peru. Richard is an expert birder, bird
guide, and passionate conservationist.
Although Richard lives in Peru, where he
is from, for part of the year, we are fortunate that he lives in southwest Ohio for
the other part, where he serves on the
board of the Audubon Society of Ohio.
Join us to hear Richard share his firsthand knowledge and passion for the natural history of Peru.
Richard and his wife Jennifer live together in Mason, Ohio, for part of the year
and in Peru as a naturalist working within
the Amazon basin for the rest of the year.
As a nature lover he is very interested in
wildlife and passionate about birds!
This interest in birding began at the age
of nineteen while growing up on his father’s ranch near Puerto Maldonado in
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southeastern Peru. The interest in birds
led him to participate in projects such as
the Tambopata Macaw project at Tambopata Research Center in southeastern
Peru. He also worked for World Wildlife
Fund projects at Los Amigos Biological
Station. He gained experience working
with large macaws and other species,
learning bird habits, nesting preferences,
clay lick uses, movements and ranges.
Finally, by capturing select individuals he
was able to track them with radio telemetry systems and learn many secrets.
Richard has volunteered many hours doing field work for several other research
studies mainly with parrots and macaws
in Peru and Bolivia. In addition he is a
very experienced leader of bird trips in
both the highland and lowland of Peru.
His job is bird guide for world class companies such as Rainforest Expeditions
and Manu Expeditions. He has also spent
time learning the ecology at Barro Colorado in Panama. There he was a research
assistant with the Smithsonian Tropical
Research Institute team.

encourage an interest in nature among
the local students within the Madre de
Dios area of Peru as well as foreigners
from many countries.
For more information on Richard and his
interests browse here.

Upcoming Program
The Audubon Society speaker for our
February 2016 monthly meeting will be
Tim Sisson, the president of the Western
Wildlife Corridor and vice president of
Green Umbrella. Tim’s program will
feature the botanical community and
ecology of the Bender Mountain Preserve, a relatively little known Western
Wildlife Corridor property located in the
Delhi area.

In 2004 he founded the birding-oriented
Jacamar Club Peru. He is now the director and field instructor. They work on
developing educational field trips and
courses focused on bird ecology and habitat conservation. They especially try to
T H E CH A T

Field Trips (Contributed by Jay Stenger)
Late Fall Nature & Bird Walk
Location: Otto Armleder Memorial
Park
Date: Saturday, November 14, 2015

Meet: 9 AM main parking lot near the
restrooms
(See directions below)
Leader: Ned Keller
(513) 349-3369
nedkeller49@gmail.com
Armleder Park in jointly managed by the
Hamilton County Great Parks and the
Cincinnati City Parks. The Park has a
variety of habitats which include open
meadows, brushy edges and a wooded
riparian corridor located along the Little
Miami River and Duck Creek. These
habitats attract a diversity of birds and
other wildlife. Late autumn is a beautiful
time of the year and the subtle hues of the
landscape interspersed with fall colors
offer up a stark beauty. So come out and
join trip leader Ned Keller, an expert
birder and current President of our Audubon chapter, for what should be an invigorating morning afield.
While the focus of this trip will be on the
seasonal diversity of bird species we expect to find, Ned also has varied interests
in other aspects of nature and will not
ignore other wildlife and the flora of the
area. We expect to see several raptors,
including Northern Harrier, numerous
sparrow species and other winter songbirds and several water birds, including
waterfowl and even a few late shorebirds.
This trip will consist of walking various
trails for a few hours but the terrain is
generally level. Some trails may be muddy so where appropriate footwear. Restrooms are available in the Park. A Hamilton County Park Motor Vehicle Permit
is required ($5.00 daily, $10:00 annual).
This trip will run until about noon.
Otto Armleder Memorial Park is located
at 5057 Wooster Pike Cincinnati, OH
45226. To get to Armleder Park from I71 N or S; take Red Bank Road (exit 9)
onto Red Bank Expressway toward Fairfax. Continue onto Red Bank Road, R
onto Wooster Pike. Armleder Park is
about 1.4 miles on the left.
Visit the Great Parks Otto Armleder Park
website at:
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http://www.greatparks.org/parks/ottoarmleder-memorial-park-recreationcomplex
Visit the Cincinnati Parks Otto Armleder
Park website at:
http://www.cincinnatiparks.com/riverparks/otto-armleder-park/

Waterfowl & Late Fall
Migrants
Location: Brookville Lake Region &
Hueston Woods
Date: Saturday, November 21, 2015
Meet: 8 AM Park & Ride lot I-74/I-275
Miamitown Exit #7, SR 128
(See directions below)
Leader: Jay Stenger
(513) 522-8147
jaystenger@cinci.rr.com
Leader: Jack Stenger
(513) 503-3389
jackstenger@gmail.com
The focus of this trip will be the fall waterfowl migration, which should be near
peak at this date. Our trip leaders, Jay &
Jack, plan to visit several spots around
Brookville Lake and then make the short
hop over to Hueston Woods before returning home. Both of these locations are
hotspots and are excellent for attracting
waterfowl and water birds at this season.
The rural countryside surrounding these
two large lakes has diverse habitats so we
expect to find a great variety and diversity of species throughout the day. In addition to many species of waterfowl we
also expect to see loons, grebes, gulls,
Sandhill Cranes, late shorebirds (such as
Dunlin & Wilson’s Snipe), Bald Eagles,
many hawks, numbers of seasonal songbirds and much more. Rare species are
always possible. On last year’s trip Jack
spotted a Prairie Falcon, an accidental
species in our area that gave us all terrific
looks (and some photos).
This will be an auto type tour and will
consist of driving from spot to spot interspersed with a few short easy walks.
While the trip duration is long and does
entail a lot of driving, the rewards, in
terms of what we see, always make it
worth the effort.

The trip will run into mid afternoon but
of course you can leave at any time you
like. Bring your lunch and drinks. It always seems colder around large lakes so
dress accordingly. If you have a scope it
will prove useful. Restrooms will be
available. One important note, Indiana
State Parks charges a daily per car entrance fee ($5 resident, $7 non-resident).
At this time of year there are usually no
attendants on duty but we cannot be sure
of that.

We will meet at 8:00 a.m. at the park &
ride lot, located right at the I-275 Exit # 7
at SR 128 marked Cleves-Hamilton. This
is the first exit just west of the Great Miami River at Miamitown. We will caravan from there to the Brookville area,
about a 30-minute drive. Call or email
Jay or Jack if you have any questions.
Visit the Brookville Lake website at:

http://www.in.gov/dnr/parklake/2961.htm
Visit the Whitewater Memorial State
Park (at Brookville Lake) website at:
http://www.in.gov/dnr/parklake/2962.htm
Visit the Hueston Woods SP website at:
http://parks.ohiodnr.gov/huestonwoods

Richard Amable, see Page 2.
Courtesy Richard Amable
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Bird Count (Continued from Page 1)
Ohio River “Oxbow” Christmas
Bird Count (28th Annual)
Saturday, December 19, 2015
Compiler: Jack Stenger
(513) 503-3389
jackstenger@gmail.com

Hamilton-Fairfield Christmas
Bird Count
Saturday, December 19, 2015
Compiler: Mike Busam
(513) 755-0057
mbusam@gmail.com

Western Hamilton County
Christmas Bird Count
(49th Annual)

East Fork Christmas Bird Count
(32nd Annual)

Sunday, December 20, 2015

Compiler Joe Bens
(513) 353-4229
joebens@live.com

Compiler: Ned Keller
(513) 349-3369
nedkeller49@gmail.com

Cincinnati Christmas Bird Count
(68th Annual)
Sunday, December 27, 2015
Compiler: Jay Stenger
(513) 522-8147
jaystenger@cinci.rr.com

Saturday, January 2, 2016

For more information on Audubon Society Christmas Bird Counts visit:

audubon.org/conservation/science/
christmas-bird-count
Contributed by Jay Stenger

Compiler: Jack Stenger
(513) 503-3389,
jackstenger@gmail.com

After Nature: A Politics for the Anthropocene
(Excerpts from the book by Jedediah Purdy)
Democracy has not been doing well. For
this reason, now is an awkward time to
argue that it must be the fulcrum of the
Anthropocene. In the United States and
Europe, democracies have rushed into
foolish wars and stumbled in the face of
economic crises—or created those crises.
At the time of writing, the North Atlantic
democracies are splitting into elite technocrats, who wish they could govern
without consulting the masses, and angry
populists, who would like to liquidate the
technocrats. Nondemocratic governments
openly disdain democratic pieties. Official Chinese voices even suggest that
American failures prove the future does
not belong to democracies.
Democratic failures are often failures to
impose self-restraint, and self-restraint is
exactly what environmental politics
needs. In the past fifteen years, democracies have failed to pay their burgeoning
debts and have started wars that turned
out to have little credible rationale and no
decent ending. Climate change looks like
another unsustainable deficit that is going
to keep growing, a burden on future generations to pay for today’s convenience.
The preferred responses to climate
change, too, have an aspect of militarized
fantasy: satellite mirrors to deflect solar
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energy from the earth, and other sci-fi
technologies. These climate failures are
part of a broader environmental failure.
Although there have been important successes, notably anti-pollution laws, resource use and environmental impact
continue to accelerate in the world’s richest democracies, and all the more in fastgrowing poorer countries. Water shortage, soil health, toxicity, and loss of biodiversity are all looming sources of future
crises.
At the same time, the power of organized
money in politics has only increased. It is
a common—and fair— complaint that the
U.S. government is distorted through and
through by the political power of wealth.
In environmental matters, the problem is
even worse. Wealth is produced and sustained by an economy that effectively
subsidizes fossil fuels (by treating greenhouse-gas emissions as costless) and industrial agriculture (through explicit subsidies to big producers and regulatory
tolerance of massive feedlots and slaughter houses), along with every individual
decision to buy from those industries. It’s
as if the Constitution gave three votes to
everyone who wants to keep things as
they are, and only one vote to those who
seek to change them.

Real environmental reform is a matter of
political economy. That is, it requires
engaging the foundations of economic
life: what kind of wealth an economy
produces, how it distributes that wealth,
what kind of freedom and equality it promotes, and what provision it makes for
the future. These are political questions
whose answers must be worked out
through economic institutions. But the
politics of modern democracies has become less able to engage such questions,
even as the questions have become harder
and more urgent. This is the crux of the
difficulty.
Some environmentally beneficial changes
can follow from shifts in consciousness
alone, but the biggest material changes
happen through changes in the legal and
economic infrastructure that guide human
energies and activity. So long as the
economy treats greenhouse-gas emissions
and soil exhaustion as free and the legal
system permits the mass feeding operations and slaughter houses of industrial
agriculture, a good deal of changed consciousness will mean no more than shuffling furniture between the first-class and
second-class cabins of the Titanic.
Read the full excerpt here.
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November Calendar

Sun
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 03… Election Day, Vote NO Issue 22,
see Page 7
 07… Program: Northern Saw-whet Owl
banding, Fernald

 Program: Annual meeting, OOS
 Field trip: Big Give Back Day,
see Page 7
 10… Program: Ice Age mammals of the
Tristate, Oxbow
 14… Field trip: Late fall nature & bird
walk, ASO
 Program: Owl banding, Fernald
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2
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 18-28… Program: Free native trees,
Fernald
 21… Field trip: Waterfowl & late fall
migrants, ASO

December 2015
Sun

 15… Field trip: Waterfowl, Oxbow

 19… Field trip: Christmas Bird
Count, see Page 4, ASO
 20… Field trip: Christmas Bird
Count, see Page 4, ASO
 27… Field trip: Christmas Bird
Count, see Page 4, ASO
 02… Field trip: Christmas Bird
Count, see Page 4, ASO
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Audubon Bird Guide App (Contributed by Ned Keller)
National Audubon Society has announced
that its Audubon Bird Guide app, for both
iPhone and Android, is now available for
free. The app covers 821 North American
species and includes multiple photos and
songs along with summer, winter and
migration range maps for all of them.
You can search for birds by their name if
you know what you are looking for and
by other criteria such as shape, color and
region if you don’t. You can also look up
recent eBird sightings of your chosen
species, and view similar species.

You can choose to store all the app’s data
on your phone, which will take up about
100 megabytes, or you can download

individual species information as you
need it (assuming that you have an internet connection, which may be a problem
depending on where you are birding).
I’ve been using this app for several years
and have been generally pleased with it.
In this reviewer’s opinion no smartphone
app is as good a resource as a field guide,
but it’s worth having to check an ID or a
song in the field. And the price is certainly right.
You can download this app from the iPhone App Store or the Google Play Store.
Just search for Audubon Bird Guide.

Toxic Algae Outbreak Overwhelms a Polluted Ohio River
(by Michael Wines, The New York Times)
The Ohio River, transformed by mining
and industrial waste and sewage overflows into the nation’s most polluted
major waterway, has a new and unexpected tormentor this fall: carpets of poisonous algae.
Pads of toxic blue-green algae have
speckled nearly two-thirds of the 981mile river in the last five weeks, experts
say, in an outbreak that has curbed boating, put water utilities on alert and driven
the river’s few hardy swimmers back to
shore.
The only other recorded toxic algae
bloom, in 2008, covered perhaps 40 miles
of the river. In contrast, the latest bloom
stretches 636 miles from Wheeling,
W.Va., to Cannelton, Ind., and traces of
algae have appeared as far west as Illinois.

The poisonous alga, called microcystis,
increasingly plagues polluted waters
across the country. The Ohio River
blooms arrived as another persistent algae
outbreak, in western Lake Erie, grew in
recent weeks to near-record proportions.
The river outbreak has produced few
consequences beyond canceled boat races
and warnings in five states to avoid contact with the river. But scientists say it is
not to be taken lightly. The toxin, microcystin, causes diarrhea, vomiting and
liver damage, and it has been known to
kill animals unlucky enough to drink
water tainted with it. Last year’s Lake
Erie bloom, an annual event, peaked over
the municipal water intake for Toledo,
forcing the city to shut down drinking
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water supplies to 400,000 residents for
four days in August.

the river’s course.

What causes the blooms is clear: Tides of
phosphates and nitrates, flushed into the
river from fertilized fields, cattle feedlots
and leaky sewers, provide food for the
algae, which are actually bacteria. Hard
rains in parts of the Ohio Valley basin
this summer appear to have washed more
than the usual amount of the chemicals
into the river and into Lake Erie.

Richard Stumpf, an oceanographer at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, is leading an effort to forecast algae blooms. “These climate phenomena are consistent with our understanding of how these things work,” he
said of the blooms. “We do expect them
to be more common when you have wet
springs followed by long, warm summers.”

The algae need hot weather, sun and still
water to flourish. All were abundant in
August and September, when a dry spell
reduced the Ohio’s flow and cleared its
usually muddy waters.

Some states in the river basin are trying
to rein in phosphorus discharge. Federal
and state officials are working, so far
with limited success, to reduce fertilizer
use and runoff on farms.

But if this year’s algae epidemic can be
explained, why it has not appeared before
is a murkier question.

The river absorbs a colossal amount of
phosphorus — nearly 42,000 tons in an
average year — but “while we have seen
a very slight increase in phosphorus over
the years, it’s not something that stands
out,” Richard Harrison, the executive
director of the Ohio River Valley Water
Sanitation Commission, said in an interview. “It’s still something we’re investigating.”
Some scientists, however, suspect changing weather patterns in the region. Since
the 1970s, average temperatures and rainfall have been slowly increasing in the
Ohio River basin. So has the frequency of
heavy rains — the steady downpours that
wash fertilizer off farmlands and overwhelm sewage systems in big cities along

A sample of water with algae
from Lake Erie near Curtice,
Ohio, in July.
Courtesy Eric Albrecht
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Vote No on Issue 22 (Contributed by Ned Keller)
Some of you have probably heard
through the media that the Audubon Society of Ohio is opposed to Issue 22, the
Cincinnati Parks Tax Levy. If so, you are
no doubt wondering why your local
Audubon Society would be opposing a
tax levy that supports parks. We think
that you, our members and supporters,
deserve an explanation of our position.

would welcome improvements such as
the restoration of visitor centers or the
extension of hiking trails.
But Audubon’s primary mission is the
protection of natural areas. We haven’t
seen any indication that the tax levy will
be used for such real improvements as
reforestation or the removal of invasives
from our parks. Instead, by all indications, the thrust of the parks levy will be
to build things in the parks. And since
this will be a permanent levy, the pressure for new construction will continue
year after year.

In our opinion, the problem with the Cincinnati Parks levy is that it is designed to
finance capital improvements in the
parks. The types of improvements that
have been floated include such things as
restaurants, mountain bike trails and
parking. None of these things will benefit
the natural areas of our parks and, if
placed in the wrong areas, could significantly damage them.
We are not opposed to development in all
situations. Development of parks which
are not natural areas, such as the riverfront or Washington Park, is fine. And we

Burnet Woods is designated
an Important Birding Area by
Audubon based on its value as
an urban migrant trap

We would support a levy which balanced
recreation with protection of natural areas. The current proposal does not include
such a balance. Therefore, the Audubon
Society of Ohio opposes Issue 22.

The Big Give Back Day (Reprinted with permission)
Honeysuckle Blitz
Location: John Bryan State Park &
Clifton Gorge State Nature Preserve
Greene County, Ohio
Date: Saturday, November 07, 2015
Meet: 9 AM
(Additional details below)

Contact: Christine Hadley
(513) 850-9585
christinehadley@earthlink.net
Join the Cincinnati Wild Flower Preservation Society, State Botanist Rick Gardner and Division of Natural Areas and
Preserves (DNAP) employees and supporters as they sponsor Ohio’s largest
volunteer effort to help remove that invasive alien, bush honeysuckle, from Clifton Gorge State Nature Preserve and John
Bryan State Park.
Come help all your friends and kindred spirits continue the protection of this
natural treasure. We need your assistance
on invasive removal in some lovely areas
along the Little Miami, opening up panoV OL U M E 11 8, N UM B E R 6

ramic vistas of the river; natural areas of
high diversity, with fine displays of
spring wildflowers; as well as many large
rock outcroppings and views of postglacial cliffs with many groups of White
Cedar and scenic waterfalls. We will also
be working in areas that DNAP and volunteers have been working in since our
event in 2013.
This is going to be a terrific social, educational and work activity, with a barbeque grill-out lunch provided afterward.
The state’s best naturalists, botanists,
geologists, ecologists, and wetland specialists will be leading organized hikes
after 1:30 PM and will be available to
discuss this wonderful geological feature
and answer your questions.

Registration: 8–9 AM
Honeysuckle removal: 9 AM–noon
Lunch: noon–1:30 PM with camaraderie,
presentations, and Q & A

Organized hikes: 1:30–3 PM
For more information, to sponsor the
event, or to tell us where you would like
to volunteer, contact Christine.

We’ll be working in organized areas
along more than two miles of the gorge,
as well as some of the special areas in the
scientific area of the state nature preserve.
Areas have been selected for their biological diversity, to enhance visibility of
natural features and to improve the experience for the many thousands of people
who visit this preserve annually.

Frank Chapman, see Page 1.
Courtesy American Museum
Natural History
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